A Cloud Guru AWS Training and Certification

Teaching the world to cloud

Why A Cloud Guru?

• Upskilling new and existing teams
• Supporting multi-cloud initiatives
• Starting or accelerating a cloud migration
• Specialties include Security, DevOps, Big Data, AI / Machine Learning, Containers, Programming and more
• Save money, increase innovation by driving down your cloud operating costs as your teams apply their learnings and take advantage of new features

Product overview

Organizations need to teach employees new skills, but in-person training is costly and ineffective, as it is difficult to keep current and scale company wide. A Cloud Guru offers efficient, engaging cloud courses, taking a simplified approach to instruction, which means your teams will watch and retain the lessons—maximizing your ROI. Their offerings move at the pace of innovation in the cloud, updating content daily to make sure your teams are learning the latest in cloud technologies.

Product features

Hands-on labs
Get practical experience using services with guided, step-by-step exercises.

Consolidated billing
Ease procurement and eliminate the hassle of paying multiple accounts.

Industry news
Five-minute shows keep you up-to-speed with new releases from AWS.

A Cloud Guru Projects
Get real experience building working prototypes in 45 minutes or less.

Reporting
Measure progress towards business objectives at the individual and team levels.

Mobile
Your teams can maximize their time by watching lessons while they’re on-the-go.
**How it works**

1. **Step 1: Engage**
   - **CONTEXT & COMMUNITY**
     - Establish advocacy amongst leaders, identify change agents, and communicate context to engineering teams.

2. **Step 2: Educate**
   - **LEARN & SHARE**
     - Start the Accelerator Program, continue regular messaging, and establish touchpoints for study group check ins.

3. **Step 3: Evolve**
   - **ENCOURAGE & EXPLORE**
     - Track skills and usage metrics, gamify the recognition of certifications, and allow space to explore emerging services.

**Differentiators**

- **Cloud-focused content, built by in-house experts**
  Quickly level up existing talent for strategic projects through advanced certification.

- **Customized learning paths**
  Align skill development with the anticipated needs of your upcoming tech objectives by assigning employees to pre-built, role-specific learning paths.

- **Effective & engaging instruction, backed by science**
  Give employees room to extend their cloud skills and tackle innovative projects with risk-free practice environments that encourage experimentation and on-demand cloud courses and labs from industry experts.

- **Proven learn-by-doing methodology**
  Ensure your team operates with security best practices through constantly-updated courses, labs and learning paths designed specifically around cloud security.

- **Tools to drive learning at scale**
  Scale cloud expertise across your organization by identifying skill gaps and providing an approachable, engaging and effective resource for cloud learners at all stages.

- **Tools to scale your training program** - Tools that make it easier than ever to manage your training at scale.

- **A simple way to get your entire team cloud fluent** – Intuitive reporting to track your team’s progress and centralized tracking of all your AWS certifications.

- **Smart analytics that drive actions** - Quickly get a glimpse of the health of your organization. Watch as your total number of certifications rises and dig in to see exactly which courses and lessons each team member is completing.
What our customers are saying

“There is an increased need for cloud computing skills, and the partnership with A Cloud Guru allows us to tell Texas business and industry that the trained cloud professionals they need are nearby at TSTC.”

-Andy Kroll, Cloud Computing Department Chair, Texas State Technical College

Additional Resources

- Browse the ACG Course Catalog
- A Cloud Guru for Business
- Case Studies

Data Points

- 850,000 Students trained
- 2M+ Learners
- 4.5K+ Enterprises
- 2000+ Cloud certifications uploaded monthly
- 40K+ AWS Employee Power Onboarding
- 97% C-SAT Rating

Solution available in AWS Marketplace